
 Do you want to know more about what

makes Revcon Solutions unique? Here's

eight reasons our clients tell us why we are

their first choice for cost recovery and tax

incentive programs to improve their bottom

line.

Reason #1 
No Savings, No Fee
One of our rules for life and business is that

you have to make deposits before you make

withdrawals. With our performance-based

model, we carry the risk, not you. 

 

As your advocate, we will work vigorously to

analyze your information and documentation,

including partaking in hearings, negotiations,

and filing necessary paperwork to ensure all

eligible monies are captured.

 

At the end of the day, if we can’t find you a

benefit, there’s no fee. We simply part ways as

friends, leaving you the peace of mind that

you aren’t leaving any hard-earned revenue

on the table.
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Our mission is not only to save you money, but to save you time by making the

process remarkably simple so you can focus on growing your company. Within 10

minutes of our first meeting, utilizing our benefit analysis, we can quickly identify if

there's an opportunity for us to continue working together. No long drawn out

processes. 

 

Once our services are employed, as your advocate, we perform 99% of the work.

Rest easy knowing there’s virtually no inherent risk on your part, as you won’t have to

change any of your vendors or suppliers nor will it disrupt your daily business. 

 

We understand what a hassle it can be to switch providers, with the uncertainty of

receiving an inferior product or sub par customer service. Allow our subject matter

experts to negotiate with your providers on your behalf to get you the best rate. 

Reason #2
Non Disruptive
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High Incomes equal high tax rates.
Why pay more in taxes and expenses
than you have to?

Let Revcon go to work for you
and find out how much you’ve
been missing out on.
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We are known for improving bottom line
growth by an average of $4,ooo per
employee.

Reason #3
Proven Track Record
Since 2004, we’ve worked with over 16,000 clients Nationwide, to help reduce

expenses and obtain large federal tax incentives. Our studies have resulted in over

$4 billion in benefits that would have otherwise gone uncaptured. 

 

Over 90% of all businesses can benefit from one or more of our services and if a

company has over 50 employees, there's a 90% chance we can save them over

$100,000. Every month we conduct over a hundred studies, yielding over $25 million

in benefits for a variety of industries nationwide.

 

According to a Wall Street Journal article, only 5% of eligible businesses claim all the

tax incentives that are available to them - the other 95% is either unaware or assume

they don't qualify.

 

Why spend more in taxes in expenses then you have to? Revcon Solutions will go to

work for you and on average we save companies over $4,000 for every employee

they have. 
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In these days, there are two ways to

make money, one is to do more

business and the other is to lower the

costs of doing business. Revcon

Solutions helps our clients with the

latter of the two.

 

When our clients are in need of

boosting bottom line profits, we have

a quick solution to their problem. Our

clients love that we can save them

hundreds of thousands or even

millions of dollars with virtually no

inherent risk or time involved on their

part.  

 

We currently analyze 8 categories to

cut overhead costs, recover mis-

spent dollars, and cut tax liabilities.

We will be expanding into other

categories in the near future to

provide additional benefits.

Depending on which category our

clients qualify for, they can notice

substantial savings within as little as

30 days. 

 

In addition to our quick turnaround,

the majority of the solutions we

provide produce year after year

savings, direct to the companies

bottom line.

Reason #4 
Accelerated & 
Substantial  ROI   

 According to a Wall
Street Journal article, only
5% of eligible businesses
claim all the tax
incentives that are
available to them - the
other 95% is either
unaware or assume they
don't qualify.
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Reason #6
Industry Specific Experts 
Revcon Solutions provides knowledge, experience and a fresh set of eyes.

We have over 8,000 Advisors who provide onsite free consultation nationwide, and

a resource team of over 500 industry specific Program Specialists, Tax Engineers,

Financial analysts, Consultants, Intellectual Property Attorneys, and Expense

Auditors. Together, we work seamlessly to uncover Expense Reductions and

Specialized Tax Incentives.

 

We provide our clients with the highest level of service and a single solution to

capture the broadest range of federal, state and local tax credits and incentives.

We structured our organization and processes to meet all of the challenges

commonly experienced by companies as they attempt to capture financial savings

and reinvest back into their businesses.
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Savings Solutions 
For Virtually 
Every Industry 

We've developed software that searches hundreds of tax incentives which identifies

local, state, and federal tax incentives available for your business that would

otherwise go unclaimed. In addition to the tax incentives, our software will also

uncover billing errors and overcharges that your company may have accrued. We

simply input your industry, company size, geographic location along with a dozen

targeted questions, and our software will identify the categories and give us an

estimate of the potential amount we could secure for you. This analysis is extremely

accurate, allowing us to gather information about your business to begin the process

necessary to obtain your benefit without interrupting your daily business.

Reason #5 
Proprietary Software 
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To date, we have had zero disallowances and have produced engineering studies

in all 50 states serving our clients in multiple disciplines including:  Cost

Segregation, Research & Development Credits, Property Tax Appeals and Workers

Opportunity Tax Credits.

 

If at any time our work, methodologies or calculations are challenged or

scrutinized by the IRS, we will offer the defense support necessary to explain or

illustrate our findings.  We follow strict IRS Guidelines, revenue rulings and case

law.

Reason #8
Audit Defense Guarantee 

Our services are not limited to any single industry focus.  We have helped thousands of

companies reduce expenses and obtain large federal tax incentives that would otherwise go

uncaptured. If you are paying taxes or would like to reduce overhead espenses, it is time to

contact us for a free analysis of your available incentives. 

We pride ourselves on improving the bottom line, one benefit at a time.

Throughout each project our team works side by side with our clients, CPAs, and

accounting staff to ensure a smooth integration of these lucrative tax credits. A

feasibility report is conducted to determine the cash flow and net present value

(NPV) benefits allowing our professionals and your CPA to evaluate your current

tax status and future business plans. 

Reason #7
CPA Collaboration  
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